Analysis of Attack Speed in Fencing Athletes
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Abstract. Fencing is one of the leading sports in Indonesia, which is expected to become a top sport to win medals at every sporting event. In fact, up to now, Indonesian fencing athletes still face crucial problems in achieving this target. The condition of the training program being ineffective means that the athlete’s ability level is challenging to develop and is stagnant, especially in attacking movement techniques. Attacks are the technique most often used by athletes and are crucial in getting points in every fencing match. The reality on the field is that fencing athletes often carry out attacks that do not produce points due to their low attack speed. This condition will make it easier for the opponent to predict attacks so that attacks can be easily avoided or evaded. So, practical training in fencing attacks is needed to improve the attack speed. This research aims to determine the condition of the Fencing attack speed level through attack movement techniques using static movements in Fencing athletes. This research uses a quantitative approach and a descriptive method. The population in this study were fencing athletes assisted by the Indonesian National Sports Committee, Aceh Province. The sample in this study consisted of 8 people. The instrument technique used to collect data in this research was an attack test instrument called the Kuhadja Fencing Test. Based on the results of the study that has been carried out, it can be concluded that the average attack speed through static movement is 4.37 m/s.
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INTRODUCTION

Fencing is one of the leading sports in Indonesia. Fencing is also one of the sports that often achieves well in every multi-sport event. The factors that influence the decline in performance in the sport of fencing in Aceh today are the conditions of the techniques and tactics of movement in playing. Fencing is still inconsistent. Fencing techniques must develop and improve so that playing quality becomes superior. Developing fencing technical abilities refers to mastering basic procedures. Therefore, learning basic techniques is a serious concern in developing and enhancing the quality of the game [1]. If we look more specifically, the athlete’s ability to carry out attack techniques is still ineffective and efficient. Attacks are significant fencing movements [2]. Therefore, it is essential to improve these movement abilities so that they are superior to other athletes.

This condition occurs because there is still a lack of attention from coaches to provide training programs for athletes that focus on increasing effectiveness and efficiency in carrying out fencing attack techniques to get points/scores more easily and quickly. Athletes should receive a training program that focuses on perfecting their attack movement techniques and how they can become learning material in case studies and solving problems that often occur during competition [3]. The very high dynamism of fencing movements and the different characteristics of each opponent’s abilities in competing make it difficult for these attacking movements to score. So, examining in more detail how this attack technique becomes more effective and efficient is essential.

Fencing attacks are a movement technique that athletes often rely on to gain points from their opponents. In fencing, the lunge is one of the critical movements every player must master [4]. Victory will occur if the athlete can collect points up to the limit of the rules set and limited by time in each match. So, the more skilled the fencing athlete is in carrying out attacks, the easier it will
be to get a score from the opponent, and of course, victory in each match will be easier to achieve.

The problem on the field is that the Aceh Fencing athletes’ attacks often fail to hit their opponents, so they don’t get points. This condition is caused because the spell is still easily recognised by the opponent, and in the end, the opponent easily avoids or evades the episode. As a result of this condition, athletes continuously fail to get points. The dynamic movements in the match require players to carry out attacks quickly so that the opponent cannot predict where the player’s attack will go. The increasingly frequent failure of attacks carried out by these athletes means that the condition of the body’s stamina continues to decrease. Continuously decreasing energy is certainly not good and will disrupt the stability of movement techniques and damage your concentration of thinking so that your chances of winning will be smaller. So, good attack speed is needed so the opponent cannot dodge and repel the attack. This movement requires strength and speed so that it is possible to bring the front foot one step or two steps forward to reach an influential final attack position [5].

The results of previous research still do not have an optimal impact on seeing and dealing with fencing attack conditions to make them more effective and efficient because the method still uses static movements. Meanwhile, playing fencing, of course, really requires dynamic movements and high mobility. To see the excellent attack conditions of fencing athletes, an active approach is needed to follow the current requirements when athletes play fencing [6].

Utilising fast attacking movement techniques is an essential point in fencing matches. In principle, in fencing, an athlete’s victory and success in competing can only be achieved by collecting points from each attack on the competing opponent. A good attack without being supported by good speed will undoubtedly make it easy for the opponent to predict the episode's direction and easily dodge and parry the attack. “The effectiveness of fencing attacks is determined by how a player stabs the target area precisely and accurately to get valid points [7]. So, fencing attacks supported by good attack speed will be instrumental in improving the ability of fencing attack techniques. To score against their opponents, Fencers must thrust their weapons quickly towards them, requiring a marked leg lift extension to execute a powerful forward strike [8].

The ability to have good attack techniques with good speed will help athletes win competitions at every level. Of course, this is a concern in improving the performance of fencers. Attack speed with static movement is essential in determining a fencer’s performance.

**METHOD**

Type of quantitative approach with descriptive research methods. According to [9], quantitative research methods can be interpreted as research methods that are based on the philosophy of positivism, used to research specific populations or samples, collect data using research instruments, and quantitative or statistical data analysis to test the hypothesis that has been established. This research is limited to presenting measurement results for analysing attack speed in fencing athletes using degen and floret weapons using static movements. The samples in this research were all Fencing athletes assisted by the Indonesian National Sports Committee in Aceh Province in 2023, totalling eight athletes.

The instrument in this research uses the Kuhadja Fencing Test [10], which aims to measure the results of attacks. The procedure for carrying out the test in this research uses fencing attacks with static movements assisted by an accelerometer sensor. The data obtained from the sensor will later be processed using an integral formula to get fencing attack speed test results. The data collection technique used in this research was to test the speed of fencing attacks with static movement.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The research results are in the form of quantitative data. According to [11], quantitative data is a research movement based on positivistic (concrete data). Research data is in the form of numbers that will be measured using statistics as a calculation test tool related to the problem being researched to produce a conclusion. Measurements were carried out using attack speed test items with static movement.

Furthermore, the following table displays raw data on fencing attack speed with static movements obtained from fencing athletes assisted by...
the Indonesian National Sports Committee, Aceh province, with the fastest results from each athlete.

Table 1 – Analysis of static attack speed data for fencing athletes assisted by the Indonesian National Sports Committee, Aceh Province

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>On Attack To</th>
<th>Fastest Static Attack Speed Data (For 15 Seconds) using Accelerometer Sensor, m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SNM (PA)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>APY (PI)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>OT (PA)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TMA (PA)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AFP (PI)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ET (PA)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ZAM (PA)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>YAP (PA)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lowest Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the diagram above, it can be concluded that the highest attack speed with static movement is 5.08 m/s, while the lowest attack speed with static movement is 2.29 m/s. So, the average attack speed of fencing with dynamic movement can be supposed to be 4.37 m/s.

Compared with other research, the Jakarta Fencing Club student-athletes attack speed test's average result was 7.41 m/s [6]. So, from the results of this research, it can be concluded that the attack speed of fencing athletes assisted by the Indonesian National Sports Committee, Aceh Province, in 2023 with static movements is still lower than in the research.

So, when compared with other research, the attack speed of fencing athletes assisted by the Indonesian National Sports Committee in Aceh Province is still weak. This condition is unnatural because, in the process, fencing athletes continuously carry out training at a centralised and decentralised level. Fencing athletes also receive adequate facilities and a complete training program from their coaches. Aceh Fencing athletes continue to carry out good training programs from year to year, so if you look at the results of this research, the training programs implemented are still ineffective and not on target.

Weak fencing attack speed will trigger failure to hit the opponent's target because the opponent can easily predict movements, dodge, avoid and even evade the attack. So, if you pay attention, increasing attack speed is also supported by good mastery of basic attack techniques. Developing technical skills in fencing refers to mastering basic procedures. Therefore, learning basic methods is a serious concern in developing and improving the quality of the game [12].

Speed is a determining factor that indicates the quality of attacks or defences executed by competitors using different moves accompanied by sudden changes or applying other activities while fighting, which requires quick response skills. Players must make the right decisions at the right time, using deception and evasion to attack the opponent effectively. Therefore, the required speed of the motor response differs from one attack to another, depending on the technical and tactical requirements of each Fencer and according to the changes that occur during the attack [13].

Speed is a determining factor that indicates the quality of attacks or defences executed by competitors using different moves accompanied by sudden changes or applying other activities while fighting, which requires quick response skills. Players must make the right decisions at the right time, using deception and evasion to attack the opponent effectively. Therefore, the required speed of the motor response differs from one attack to another, depending on the technical and tactical requirements of each Fencer and according to the changes that occur during the attack [13].

Improving attack abilities requires the body’s readiness to accept the training load to carry out perfect attack movement techniques. It is also a factor that determines whether the athlete’s attack speed is good. If the attack gets faster, it is difficult for the opponent to predict its direction and even difficult for the opponent to dodge and parry the attack. The impact of this attack will make it easier and faster to get points/scores, and it is hoped that athletes can succeed in winning every match they face. To score against their opponents, Fencers must thrust their weapons quickly towards them, requiring a marked leg lift extension to execute a powerful forward strike [14].

Other factors, such as the readiness of the muscles being trained for physical fitness components and consistent concentration, are critical to pay attention to support attack movement activities so that the speed of Fencing attacks increases better. Based on this, it can be seen that apart from being required to have good physical and technical abilities, a fencer must also have good mental and concentration to attack quickly and stab the opponent precisely [15].

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of research on the analysis of Fencing attack speed with static movements in Fencing athletes assisted by the Indonesian National Sports Committee, Aceh Province, in 2023, it can be concluded that the results of attack speed with static movements were obtained on average at a rate of 4.37 m/s.

The results of this study can be compared with other research, showing that the attack speed results of Jakarta Fencing Club student-athletes showed that the average attack speed test results obtained were 7.41 m/s [16]. Meanwhile, the average effect of the attack speed test using static movement for Fencing athletes assisted by the Indonesian National Sports Committee, Aceh Province, 2023, was 4.37 m/s. So, from the results of this research comparison, it can be concluded that the attack speed of Fencing athletes assisted by the Indonesian National Sports Committee of Aceh Province in 2023 with static movements is still lower than that of Jakarta Fencing Club student-athletes.
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